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Leadership Project Assignment 


Instructor: Dr. Kim Williams 


Instructions: 


Conduct an assessment of an organization’s leadership practices. Apply concepts we have learned in this 


class to identify evidence of theories in use; use the results of your analysis to propose interventions that 


will improve the organization’s leadership practices. 


(4-page, single-spaced summary document; Power Point slides to support 10-minute class presentation) 


 


Written component—Use these headings in Bold to organize your outline and your slides  


1. Introduction: BRIEFLY introduce the workplace context: use themes and theories we have studied 


to describe the organizational structure; chart and briefly describe its systems and functions; present 


relevant environmental (external) and cultural (internal) factors that may contribute to the issue you 


are investigating 


2. The Leadership Challenge: Identify the problem using course-related themes and clinical terms to 


define and describe the issue. Focus your attention on ONE aspect of the problem that can be 


analyzed using resources and concepts that we have learned in this course. Cite relevant sources on 


all slides and in outline (APA Compliant). 


3. Analysis: Select three leadership models/theories studied in class; one of them will be your 


Research Brief topic. For each of the theories, present an analysis of strengths and limitations as they 


relate to your leadership challenge: How would the application of this theory address the issue? How 


would the application of this theory fail to address the issue? 


4. Recommendations: Use the results of your analysis to propose an intervention for your leadership 


challenge. Clearly convey the connection between the results of your analysis and your 


recommendation for addressing the issue; explain why you recommend this course of action over 


other possible interventions. Identify potential implications of this course of action 


5. Application: Illustrate a direct link between your analysis, recommendations and a proposed plan of 


action. Specify tasks, responsible parties, a timeline and intended outcomes that will address the 


leadership challenge. Justify how each task will address the leadership issue  


6. References: Cite no fewer than 3 sources; cite these sources throughout; list in APA format.  


 Use the Bold headings in this framework as titles for your slides and headings in your outline 


 Include a source citation for each point on your slides and in your outline (Author, Year) 


 Your slides and outline must follow this framework, clearly communicate key concepts, and be legible 


on screen and on paper 


 


In-Class component: 10-minute presentation with 10 slides 


 BRIEFLY introduce the workplace scenario; identify relevant contextual factors 


 Focus your presentation on details of your analysis and efficacy of your recommendations 


 Incorporate course themes and clinical terms into your presentation 


 


This assignment will be evaluated based on the following criteria:  


1. Understanding of the subject: To what degree does the assessment clearly identify, define, and 


describe primary structural components and relevant contextual issues?  


2. Quality of analysis: To what degree does the analysis incorporate course materials and clinical 


terminology that have been introduced in this class? Are the strengths and limitations clearly stated 


and cited? Does the analysis avoid bias and judgment, opting instead to use objective language to 


examine the topic/issue? Are the points of analysis accurate, substantive and relevant? 


3. Quality of writing: Is the outline detailed, informative, and well-organized? To what degree does it 


address the criteria that are described in the syllabus? Do the slides clearly and accurately convey 


key points and relevant course concepts that are presented in the outline? 


4. Adherence to Parameters: Does the outline follow the formatting instructions from the syllabus? Were 


the written and oral components completed and delivered by the due dates? 


5. Quality of the Presentation: To what degree did the presenter exhibit critical thought and 


understanding of the subject matter? Was the presentation well-structured and prepared? 


6. Adherence to Parameters: Did the slides and oral presentation follow format instructions from the 


syllabus? Were the components of the assignment submitted by the due dates? 
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